Recent advances in the understanding of the atomic origins of friction are described and illustrated with simple simulations. Examples of macroscopic and nanometer scale systems that violate Amontons' laws of friction are discussed. A more general friction relation is motivated and shown to fit data from simple atomic simulations that can be downloaded and modified. The simulations illustrate the fundamental relation between static friction and potential energy, and between kinetic friction and energy dissipation. Conceptual difficulties in understanding how almost all pairs of surfaces lock together in a potential energy minimum are described, and possible resolutions are discussed. We conclude with an explanation of why Amontons' laws work so well in many macroscopic systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discussions of sliding and static friction in a typical high school physics course and in popular introductory college physics texts might lead one to believe that friction is a rather straightforward phenomenon. However, some everyday experiences can leave students wondering if the laws they are taught are valid. For example, sticky objects like tape exhibit friction without an applied load and this friction increases with area. Most physics texts do not address such exceptions to the ''laws'' of friction. They also offer little insight into the developments in friction research that have occurred in recent years.
The study of friction, lubrication, and wear is called tribology, or the science of rubbing, and has been at the center of technology since prehistoric times. 1 In the last 15 years, new experimental methods that probe friction with atomic resolution in one or more directions have revealed many details about the molecular origins of friction. 2 Atomic force microscopes measure the friction between a substrate and a few to several hundred atoms on a sharp tip. 3 The lateral resolution can be less than an atomic spacing. The surface force apparatus measures the forces between atomically flat surfaces as their separation is varied with angstrom level resolution. 4 The friction and adhesion are studied as a function of the chemistry and thickness of the material between the surfaces. The quartz crystal microbalance detects friction forces between islands of atoms that are one or two layers thick and the substrate on which they slide. 5 Simulations using new generations of computers have played an important role in interpreting and explaining the findings from these new experimental methods. The study of atomic scale manifestations of friction has been dubbed nanotribology, 2 and an accessible introduction can be found in a recent Resource Letter. 6 More specialized reviews of experimental and theoretical work are also available. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The goal of this article is to discuss some simple demonstrations and simulations designed to illustrate important principles associated with the modern view of friction. The purpose of these simulations is to enrich students' conceptions of friction at an early stage in their education. Key concepts are illustrated with simple experiments and with simulations developed using Interactive Physics 3.0. 12 All the simulations are available through EPAPS, 13 and make it easy for students to explore the effect of varying geometry, forces, velocities, and other parameters. Movies that illustrate the dynamics for examples discussed in the text are available at the same location, and can be used in lecture or laboratory settings.
We begin with a review of the friction laws developed by Amontons over 300 years ago. 1 Then, simple examples that violate these laws are discussed. The first simulations emphasize the connection between static friction and potential energy. 14 They are followed by simulations that illustrate the connection between kinetic friction and energy dissipation, and show that static friction is surprisingly rare in simple atomistic models. Some explanations for the omnipresence of static friction in macroscopic systems are described, and a mechanism based on the debris present between nearly all surfaces is illustrated using simulations. The article concludes with a brief explanation of why Amontons' laws often work in macroscopic experiments.
II. AMONTONS' LAWS OF FRICTION
The two basic laws of friction that are taught today were first published by Amontons, but known to da Vinci many years earlier. 1 The laws state that the frictional force F is proportional to the normal force or load L holding the two surfaces together, and that F is independent of the area of the surfaces. These rules, particularly the first one, are used by high school and college students in many problems.
In most of these problems we consider the load to be the component of the weight of an object that acts perpendicular to the surface with which it is in contact, plus any other external forces that might be acting on the object in that direction. Amontons' first law is often expressed by saying that the ratio F/L has a constant value known as the coefficient of friction. Euler introduced the symbol for the friction coefficient. 1 In general, depends on whether one measures the static friction force F s needed to initiate sliding, or the kinetic friction force F k needed to maintain sliding. Many texts discuss a third law, due to Coulomb, 1 which says F k is independent of the sliding velocity.
A common way of measuring the coefficient of static friction s is to place an object on an inclined plane and increase the slope until it begins to slide. If is the angle relative to the horizontal and M is the mass of the object, then the normal force due to gravity or the load is L ϭM g cos . The object begins to slide when the tangential force M g sin exceeds the static friction F s . If the angle at which sliding begins is s , then F s ϭM g sin s ϭL tan s and s ϭtan s . We can add masses to make the object heavier, and in many cases we find that s does not change, which is consistent with Amontons' first law. To test the second law, we repeat da Vinci's classic experiments 1 by taking an object like a brick and placing surfaces with different areas in contact with the inclined plane. For many common objects the value of s is independent of the macroscopic area of the contacting surfaces, thereby establishing Amontons' second law.
III. FRICTION WITH LÏ0?
Students may wonder if Amontons' laws are unbreakable physical laws or simply rules that work well for many common situations. Consider what they predict for two surfaces pulled across each other in the weightlessness of space with no external force. Is there really no friction in the absence of a normal force? It turns out that friction can be even more difficult to deal with in space than on earth. 15 Can students think of an object that will not slide on a vertical plane, like the wall of a room? Most will think of tape, putty, or other sticky objects that adhere to surfaces. These objects don't slide even when the plane is tilted past vertical, so that gravity produces a negative load that seeks to separate the surfaces.
Sticky and compliant objects also violate Amontons' second law because the frictional force increases with the area of contact. This dependence on area can be checked by a simple experiment, where part of the bottom surface of a block is covered with a sheet of compliant material ͑for example, latex, putty, double-sided tape, caulk, or material from stretchable gloves or toys designed to stick to walls͒ and placed on a smooth glass substrate so that the area of contact can be observed from below. For stability we may coat strips on two parallel edges of a heavy block and vary the width of the strips. The static friction can be determined by pulling the block with a spring balance along the length of the strips and measuring the force needed to initiate sliding. For such surfaces, the measured friction rises with the area of contact even when the load is fixed, violating Amontons' second law.
The static friction also increases with the weight of the block at a fixed area, as would be expected from the first law. This type of behavior was observed in some systems by Coulomb, 1 who fitted F to a linear function of both load and area A:
where c is a constant coefficient. As illustrated below, Eq. ͑1͒ applies to many atomic scale studies of friction. Our first simulation illustrates how a friction force that violates Amontons' laws can arise in a simple atomic-scale system. The key element is the attraction between atoms at the interface between the two objects. As in many computer simulations of friction, 10 we model the interactions between two atoms separated by distance r with a Lennard-Jones potential 16 U͑r ͒ϭ4⑀͓͑/r ͒
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The parameter ⑀ gives the binding energy of two atoms at the separation, rϭ2 1/6 , which minimizes their potential energy. The attractive term in Eq. ͑2͒ has the r Ϫ6 dependence of the attractive van der Waals or fluctuating dipole interaction between all atoms. 4 The r Ϫ12 term represents the Pauli exclusion repulsion when the electrons around the atoms begin to overlap. The mass m of the atoms is assumed to be large enough that they can be treated as classical objects, which is a good approximation for most atoms at room temperature. 16 All quantities are expressed in units of ⑀, , m and the characteristic time ϵͱm 2 /⑀ ͑Appendix͒. Figure 1 shows the simple two-dimensional geometry that is used in the first simulation of friction between two crystalline walls ͑sim1͒. 13 The bottom wall is represented by a line of fixed atoms. The top wall contains 13 atoms. The strong interactions binding this wall together are modeled by springs between neighboring atoms. Only the Lennard-Jones interaction couples atoms on different walls.
The top wall is pulled by a spring attached to a particle that advances at a constant speed v parallel to the bottom wall. The particle and spring could represent the motion and stiffness of an external measuring device, like an atomic force microscope. We may also think of the particle and spring as modeling a much thicker top wall than would fit in the simulation. The particle then corresponds to the position of the top of the wall and the spring to the elastic stiffness of the wall. A stabilizing damper has been added to keep the top surface from being thrown free of the bottom wall when motion starts. It would not be necessary in a more realistic model, and students can check that setting the damping constant to zero does not affect the static friction.
The surfaces in Fig. 1 are ''commensurate,'' because the ratio of the spacing between atoms on the top surface to that on the bottom wall is a rational number, in this case 2. This ratio allows all top atoms to simultaneously minimize their potential energy. In the lowest energy configuration ͓Fig. ͑2͔͒ is minimized at the larger separation of 2 1/6 . In the initial state ͑a͒ all atoms are at this ideal separation. In ͑b͒ the top atoms have been displaced to the right. The external force from the spring is balanced by the force from the bottom atoms, which pushes the top atoms back to the left. The damper stabilizes the system when it starts to slide or the load is suddenly increased.
1͑a͔͒, each top atom fits neatly between two bottom atoms and obtains the full binding energy ⑀ from each. ͑It looks like the atoms don't touch only because the circles have a smaller diameter than the spacing that minimizes the energy, 2 1/6 .) Any lateral movement stretches the bond to one of the two bottom atoms and increases the potential energy. The derivative of the potential energy with respect to the lateral displacement represents an internal force, friction, that counteracts the external lateral force. 14 In the initial phase of the simulation ͑sim1.avi͒, 13 the top wall is nearly stationary. The moving particle gradually stretches the spring, and the force it applies on the wall increases linearly with time. A close examination of a snapshot of the simulation ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ reveals that there is a small forward motion of the top wall. It advances until the lateral force from the bottom surface matches the external force exactly. This motion is too small to detect in a macroscopic friction experiment, but can be seen using an atomic force microscope. 3 At some point, the external force reaches the largest value that the internal forces can resist. This force corresponds to the static friction force, and is about 14 ⑀/ for this simulation even though Lϭ0. Once the external force exceeds F s , the top wall begins to accelerate rapidly, lowering the extension of the spring, and thus the external force. Because the load is zero and the friction and adhesion are very large, the top wall rips free before settling back on the bottom wall.
To illustrate the effect of the area, the rear four atoms of the top wall were removed in the second simulation ͑sim2͒.
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This removal reduces the area of contact by a factor of 5/7. Figure 2 shows that the static friction decreases by the same ratio, from about 14 ⑀/ to 10 ⑀/. Thus, this simple simulation gives a friction force at zero load that is proportional to the contact area, violating both of Amontons' laws. Similar violations of Amontons' second law are observed in many nanoscale experiments. 6 Students can apply a load to the top wall of these two simulations by adding a gravitational acceleration. As long as the magnitude of the load is not too large, the static friction rises linearly with load. Figure 2 shows that the results for both simulations can be fit to Eq. ͑1͒ with ϭ0.308, c ϭ1.96, and the ''area'' measured in terms of the number of atoms on the bottom surface of the top wall. This fit even extends to small negative loads, where the static friction is decreased but still present. Of course, when too large a negative load is applied, the surfaces are ripped apart and there is no longer any friction.
The third simulation illustrates why Eq. ͑1͒ describes the above results ͑sim3͒. 13 Here, a single atom is pulled by the same spring used in the first two simulations. The dashpot is replaced by a drag force proportional to the velocity, which allows the system to equilibrate after sudden changes in load. Figure 2 shows that the force needed to start this atom moving lies on a line with the same and c as the first two simulations. For all of these simulations, c represents the force needed to dislodge each atom from its potential energy minimum in the absence of an external load. The third simulation shows that adding a normal force on an atom produces a linear increase in the force needed to dislodge it. Because the increase is linear, the total increase in friction is independent of the number of atoms sharing the load, and all simulations have the same . Note that this explanation for Eq. ͑1͒ assumes that the forces from each atom add coherently. Section IV discusses problems with this assumption.
A simple geometrical argument explains why the friction on a single atom rises linearly with the normal force. 17, 18 The repulsive r Ϫ12 term in Eq. ͑2͒ prevents the atom from approaching too close to atoms on the bottom wall. As a result, the atom must move upward as it moves from a point midway between two atoms to a point directly above an atom. When a normal force is added, an extra lateral force is needed to pull the atom up over atoms in the bottom wall. If the atom moves up at an angle , then the extra friction is just the load times tan . As expected from this argument, plotting the trajectory of the atom shows that tan approaches the measured value of as the force approaches F s .
Students can check this simple argument by calculating the force exerted on an atom as it moves over two atoms that form part of the lower surface. A Lennard-Jones interaction, or a simpler purely repulsive power law (r Ϫn ) or exponential (e Ϫkr ) potential, can be used. For each value of the lateral position, x, the height of the atom must be adjusted until the vertical force equals the constant load. The lateral force at this varying height will vanish at the midpoint between the two lower atoms and rise to a maximum as x increases. This maximum corresponds to the static friction force. Students can verify that the static friction force increases linearly with load over a wide range of loads, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
IV. HOW ARE FRICTION AND ADHESION RELATED?
One common way of explaining Eq. ͑1͒ is to argue that the adhesive forces between surfaces act like an effective load that must be added to the external load. If the adhesive load is proportional to the area, then Eq. ͑1͒ reverts to Amontons' first law and only the second law is violated. The idea that adhesion between materials is important to friction has historical roots that date back to Desaguliers in 1734. 1 He experimented with smooth metal surfaces and found that both adhesion and frictional forces could be greatly increased by polishing the two surfaces to be placed in contact. The reason for this increase is described in Sec. VI.
Although there is often a correlation between adhesion and friction, adhesion alone is not enough to produce friction. The easiest way to understand this conclusion is to imagine replacing the bottom wall in Fig. 1 by a perfectly smooth wall. The top wall will adhere to the bottom wall as long as there are attractive interactions that pull the walls together. However, there will be no static friction because the potential energy from this attraction is not affected by lateral translations-the system is invariant under sliding. One might argue that real walls are made of discrete atoms that break this translational symmetry. However, it turns out to be remarkably easy to make models with zero static friction. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the geometry for a simulation where the spacing between atoms on the top and bottom surfaces is an irrational number, & ͑sim4͒.
13 Such surfaces are called incommensurate. 19 Unlike the commensurate surface in Fig.  1 , there is no way for all the atoms to simultaneously fall into potential energy minima between atoms on the bottom wall. Indeed, every atom on the top wall lies at a different position relative to the nearest atoms on the bottom wall. The interaction between walls pushes some top atoms to the right and others to the left. If the walls are long enough, the lateral forces cancel exactly, while the adhesive forces grow linearly with area. For short walls, like that in Fig. 3͑a͒ , the cancellation is not complete because of edge effects. The simulation shows the top wall begins to advance at forces greater than about ϳ⑀/. This force is an order of magnitude smaller than the static friction for the first simulation, even though the area is twice as large. Indeed, the friction for the entire incommensurate wall is much smaller than the contribution of each atom on the commensurate wall at zero load, ϳ2⑀/. Studies of larger incommensurate systems show that the ratio of friction to adhesion vanishes as the wall area grows. 11, 18 Students can obtain a flavor for incommensurate systems by considering a string of n atoms moving along the x axis in a sinusoidal potential. If the spacing between adjacent atoms is a, and the period of the potential is b, then the maximum lateral force depends on n and a/b. This maximum force corresponds to the static friction, and students will find that it only scales linearly with n when a/b is an integer. How does it scale when a/b is another rational number, or an irrational number like &? Some answers can be found in Refs. 11 and 18.
An examination of the atomic motions in the incommensurate simulation ͑see sim4.avi 13 ͒ illustrates the connection between kinetic friction and energy dissipation. Unlike static friction, the kinetic friction F k cannot reflect an increase in the interfacial Lennard-Jones potential energy. Moving the top wall forward by one lattice constant of the bottom wall produces a system with the same geometry, so the average lateral force from the change in interfacial potential energy vanishes. 11, 20, 21 In the simulation, the top atoms move up and down over bottom atoms at different times. This motion leads to a cancellation of the lateral forces, and the center of mass moves forward smoothly. However, the relative motion of the top atoms excites sound waves that propagate in the top wall. These vibrations are called phonons, and the amount of energy stored in them grows with time during the simulation. The energy comes from the external work being done on the system; that is, the kinetic friction. The rate of external work is F k v, where v is the speed of the top wall. The first law of thermodynamics implies that this work must either increase the internal energy of the system or produce a heat flow out of the system. The top wall in the simulation is isolated so the energy can only go into internal vibrations. These phonons would propagate away from the surface as heat if the coupling to the environment were treated more realistically. 10, 11 Experiments using a quartz crystal microbalance allow these ideas to be tested in a real system. Atoms like krypton or xenon adsorb onto a metal surface forming small incommensurate islands much like that in Fig. 3 . The metal is then shaken laterally and the frictional work is measured. For some systems the friction can be quantitatively described in terms of energy transfer to phonons that are generated as the islands slide. [22] [23] [24] Energy can also be transported away from the surface by exciting electrons into higher energy levels. 7, 22 
V. WHY IS THERE STATIC FRICTION?
The simulation just described ͑sim4͒ suggests that static friction should be rare, because two contacting surfaces will generally be incommensurate. Even two identical surfaces become incommensurate when they are rotated about an axis perpendicular to their interface. This is easily illustrated by making two transparencies with a regular lattice of dots and rotating the top one on an overhead projector. Figure 4 illustrates some of the resulting patterns for a square lattice. When the lattices are aligned, each dot has the same position relative to the other lattice. Rotating the lattices out of alignment produces a fascinating variety of Moire patterns, where each dot is at a different position relative to the other lattice. If each dot were replaced by an atom, the lateral forces would be in all different directions and the static friction would vanish. Random surfaces also sample all possible positions, leading to a cancellation of the lateral force.
18 Fig. 3 . Initial geometry for simulations with incommensurate walls ͑a͒ without ͑sim4͒ and ͑b͒ with ͑sim5͒ debris atoms in between. Atoms in the bottom wall are fixed at a separation of and the spacing in the top wall is &. In ͑a͒ a constant force is applied to the rightmost atom on the top wall. In ͑b͒ this atom is attached to a spring whose other end moves to the right at constant speed (vϭ0.25/). The springs within the top wall have k ϭ500⑀/ 2 in ͑b͒ and are reduced to 100⑀/ 2 in ͑a͒ to make the vibrations of atoms visible. A small damping is added in ͑b͒ to allow the system to settle into an energy minimum. Fig. 4 . When two identical walls are in perfect alignment ͑a͒, they are commensurate and all atoms on the top surface ͑closed circles͒ can nestle between atoms in the surface below ͑open circles͒. Rotating the top surface produces incommensurate surfaces ͓͑b͒, ͑c͔͒, where each top atom sits at a different position relative to the surface below. Figure 1 is unusual even for commensurate systems, because all the top atoms can be moved to a local energy minimum by a rigid translation. A lateral displacement of the wall increases the energy of every top atom at the same time, giving a large static friction. If the ratio of spacings were 3/2, the surfaces could not be brought into perfect registry. We could place half the atoms at local minima, but the other half would be at local maxima. As a result, the energy that can be gained by rigidly translating the wall, and the corresponding friction, is small. 18 To obtain a static friction force that rises linearly with area, the forces on the atoms at the interface must be large enough to produce large rearrangements of the atoms into new local energy minima. This rearrangement also produces something called adhesion hysteresis: The energy gained by bringing two surfaces together is less than the energy required to break them apart. Recent work suggests that the strength of friction should be correlated with the amount of adhesion hysteresis, rather than the strength of adhesion itself. 25 A wide variety of surface rearrangements have been proposed to explain experiments, and each may be valid in specific cases. Most rely on the forces at the interface being comparable to the forces holding the contacting solids together. There are some obvious cases where this condition applies. For example, machining, polishing, or sanding generate local pressures strong enough to break internal bonds, removing material and leaving behind grooves. The simplest example is plowing friction where a sharp tip makes a scratch in a surface. 26 The static friction corresponds to the force required to break bonds and push atoms out of the path of the advancing tip. The local pressure required to produce a rearrangement of internal bonds is called the hardness. Plowing friction occurs when the tip is harder than the substrate, otherwise the tip will flatten. Diamond, carborundum, and tungsten carbide are commonly used as abrasives because of their high hardness.
Many textbooks describe another mechanism for surface rearrangement that is observed in contacts between clean metal surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum. The surface atoms have a very high energy that can be lowered by contact with almost any atom. When placed in contact with another metal, the energy of interaction with the other surface is of the same order as the energy holding the atom onto its own surface. Atoms diffuse to maximize metal/metal contact and minimize metal/vacuum interfaces. A beautiful illustration of such atomic rearrangements can be seen in simulations of a nickel tip contacting a gold substrate. 27 The process of forming these metal junctions is called cold welding, and the junctions resist lateral motion much like a bulk solid. The static friction corresponds to the force needed to break these bonds, and experiments show that fracture may occur away from the actual interface, leaving behind patches of one metal on the other's surface. 26 Although cold-welded junctions provide one explanation for static friction, there are several reasons why this explanation cannot be general. One problem is that breaking the junctions would wear away material at a much higher rate than observed. 26 A second problem is that when surfaces are exposed to air, they react to lower their energy, reducing the energy they can gain from rearranging in response to another surface. Most metals are quickly covered with many atomic layers of an oxide, and all surfaces are rapidly coated with a thin layer of molecules that are absorbed from the air. These contaminant surface layers are difficult to push out unless the pressure is high enough to break bonds in the material below.
The most important difficulty with the cold-welding model is that friction measurements are very sensitive to any surface contamination. 26 As emphasized by Feynman, 28 ''friction is never due to copper on copper, but due to the impurities clinging to copper.'' These impurities are traditionally called ''third bodies,'' because they separate the two macroscopic objects to which the external forces are applied. Since prehistoric times, surfaces have been modified to reduce friction by adding thin layers of animal fat or liquids. 1 Today, single layers of molecules can be precisely deposited to lower friction on hard disks or microelectromechanical machines. 8 Such layers replace the native contamination on surfaces and can reduce the friction by an order of magnitude. They also prevent welding of surfaces.
The layers of molecules between surfaces, whether intentionally applied or native, provide another mechanism for rearrangements that produce static friction. The interactions between surfaces may be too small to rearrange atoms within the contacting solids, but strong enough to rearrange the much weaker bonds within the layer. Unlike the bounding solids considered in many models ͑for example, Fig. 4͒ , 11 surface layers are generally not in an ordered crystalline state. Like glasses or other amorphous solids, they have many arrangements that are local energy minima. One of these local minima will be able to conform to any given geometry of the bounding surfaces. Once locked in this minimum, the film will resist lateral motion.
The final simulation illustrates how debris atoms between surfaces can lock them together and produce static friction. The bounding solids are the incommensurate walls used in the fourth simulation. Seven spherical atoms of the same size are free to move in between them. These atoms interact with each other and with wall atoms through the same LennardJones potential. When the simulation starts, debris atoms rapidly move to local minima where they are between two atoms on each surface. They then resist any lateral motion, producing friction even though the direct interactions between walls are negligible. The top wall remains pinned until a static friction of about 11 ⑀/. This force is more than an order of magnitude larger than the static friction for the same incommensurate walls with no debris, and comparable to the force between commensurate walls without debris in Fig. 1 . As in the first three simulations, students can vary the load by changing the gravity. As a project they can verify that results for loads between Ϫ12⑀/ and more than 100 ⑀/ can be fit to Eq. ͑1͒ with ϭ0.20 and cϭ0.85. The area can also be changed by deleting or adding wall atoms and debris.
More detailed simulations show that the same mechanism occurs when debris is placed between commensurate or disordered walls. 17, 18, 29 In all cases, the friction increases with area and load according to Eq. ͑1͒. Experiments with the surface force apparatus also show that films of almost any molecule placed between atomically flat surfaces lead to static friction. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] 
VI. WHY DO AMONTONS' LAWS OFTEN WORK?
The above simulations and many nanoscale experiments 6, 8 indicate that Eq. ͑1͒ provides a more accurate description of friction at nanometer scales than Amontons' laws. Students may be left wondering why Amontons' laws work so well in many macroscopic experiments. The answer is that the area that enters Eq. ͑1͒ in the above examples is the area where atoms on opposing surfaces are close enough that they interact strongly ͑within ϳ1 nm). For most macroscopic surfaces, this real area of contact is much smaller than the apparent geometrical area A app obtained from the macroscopic dimensions. Figure 5 illustrates the typical geometry of contacts between macroscopic surfaces. Contact is limited to places where peaks called ''asperities'' on one surface, coincide with peaks on the opposing surface. These contact regions flatten under the applied load and in response to adhesion between the surfaces. The actual area has been measured using conductivity, 26 interfacial stiffness, 35 and optical imaging. 36, 37 Under most conditions, the area in these contact regions is small and rises linearly with the applied load. This proportionality can be understood from theoretical models that neglect adhesion and assume the solids respond elastically, 38, 39 or deform plastically. 26 Amontons' laws hold automatically if the real contact area is proportional to the load. In this case, the second term in Eq. ͑1͒ is also proportional to the load, and Amontons' first law holds. The second law also holds, because the real area of contact is independent of the apparent geometric area. The proportionality of A and L implies that when surfaces of a brick with different apparent area are placed on an inclined plane, the deformation in the contacts leads to exactly the same true area of contact, and thus the same force.
Amontons' laws fail when adhesive forces are important in determining the flattening of contacts. Adhesion is always important at zero load, because no other force acts to increase the size of contacts. Adhesion also becomes more important when the materials are easy to deform, as in tape, putty, and many children's toys that are designed to stick to walls, ceilings, or any other surface. For these materials the real and apparent areas of contact may be nearly equal. Geckos use a different strategy to achieve a large contact area. 40 Their feet contain many pads that can adjust independently to ensure full contact with a surface. Even though the interactions at each point are weak, they add up to a force that allows geckos to climb walls and ceilings.
Smoothing the surface also makes it easier for adhesive forces to pull opposing surfaces into contact. The resulting increase in contact area is the key to the observations of Desaguliers mentioned previously.
1 By polishing the two contacting surfaces, he caused them to conform to each other. This increased the effective area of contact and the resulting friction force. In general, the second term in Eq. ͑1͒ grows as the surfaces are made smoother, while the first term grows as they are roughened. There is an optimum level of roughness that minimizes friction. 26 The surfaces available to Amontons and Coulomb were generally much rougher than this optimum value, and adhesive effects could be ignored in most cases. 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The demonstration using blocks coated with compliant material ͑Sec. III͒ and the simulations with commensurate walls emphasize the importance of adhesion in producing friction, particularly in the limit of smooth or compliant surfaces and small, or even negative, loads. Adhesion leads to violations of Amontons' laws that are often surprising and have been rediscovered with excitement in many publications. Both laws are violated in the first three simulations ͑sim1-3͒, 13 where the friction force is finite at zero load and proportional to the area ͑Fig. 2͒. This friction force is explained in terms of the attractive interactions across the interface between the surfaces. The potential energy of each interfacial atom is minimized by the configuration shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . Any lateral motion increases the energy, producing a lateral force that can counteract an external force ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The maximum derivative of the potential energy corresponds to the largest external force that can be balanced, and thus is the static friction. 14 The fourth simulation ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ shows that adhesion alone is not enough to yield static friction. In general, surfaces will have different periods that prevent the neat interlocking in Fig. 1 . For every atom that is at a potential energy minimum, there is another at a maximum. The net change in energy with position, and thus F s , vanishes for large surface areas. However, motion is still resisted by kinetic friction. The simulation ͑sim4.avi 13 ͒ illustrates how work done by F k is converted into lattice vibrations. The latter represent heat that would flow into the surrounding solids. One of the earliest applications of friction was the generation of fire by rubbing sticks together. 1 Static friction implies that the atoms at the interface have rearranged to achieve a local energy minimum. Different proposals for the types of rearrangement that might occur were discussed. One of these is based on rearrangements of the contaminant layers that are present on all of the surfaces around us. The atoms in these layers can rearrange to produce an energy minimum for any configuration of the bounding surfaces. The final simulation ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ illustrates how this rearrangement can produce a static friction that rises linearly with load and area as in Eq. ͑1͒.
Although the simulations presented with this article are limited, they provide an interesting visual and conceptual look at the role of surface geometry, interactions, and atomic rearrangements in producing friction. If students were asked to predict the results, many would be mistaken. We hope that the simulations will deepen their understanding of the complexity of friction in real systems, as well as the fundamental connections between static friction and potential energy, and between kinetic friction and dissipation. We also hope that the simulations will spur interest in more advanced questions regarding debris, lubricants, and practical engineering applications in automobiles and other machinery that can be pursued in more extensive reviews.
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APPENDIX: SIMULATION DETAILS AND PROJECTS
Interactive
•10 Ϫ26 kg. These values give ϳ0.3 ps, ⑀/ϳ0.2 nN, and ⑀/ 2 ϳ0.5 J/m 2 . Atoms on the top and bottom walls are drawn with radii of 0.4 and 0.5 , respectively. If the atomic separation were to decrease to the sum of these values, Interactive Physics would change their velocities as if a collision with perfect elasticity and zero friction had occurred. The sum of the radii is chosen to be small enough that such unphysical, billiard ball-like collisions do not occur in the range of loads considered.
The springs between atoms in the top wall have spring constant kϭ500 ͑listed in N/m, but actually in ⑀/ 2 ). This value of k is about an order of magnitude larger than the stiffness of the Lennard-Jones interactions between the two surfaces. The damper at the back of the first two simulations produces a drag force of Ϫ10v ជ ͱm⑀/ 2 , where v ជ is the instantaneous velocity of the back atom. The pulling spring (kϭ1 ⑀/ 2 ) is attached to a sphere moving with a fixed velocity appropriate to each case.
The interaction between all the particles of the simulation is the Lennard-Jones potential. It is implemented in Interactive Physics by selecting the ''World'' menu, then ''Force Field,'' and ''Pair-Wise.'' The formula: 48*((sqr(self.p-other.p))∧-6.5), -24*((sqr(self.p-other.p)) ∧-3.5), is then placed in the top slot available. This formula is obtained by differentiating the Lennard-Jones potential between particles centered at positions denoted by ''self.p'' and ''other.p.'' Interactive Physics sums all forcefield interactions and all external forces to determine the net force on a particle at each time step. The time step, desired accuracy, and method used to integrate Newton's equations of motion are adjustable under the ''Accuracy'' item within the ''World'' menu.
For some of the simulations it may be beneficial to add a small gravitational attraction and increase the velocitydependent damping at the rear of the top wall to stabilize the motion and decrease the ''bouncing'' of the wall that may be observed. Air resistance ͑proportional to speed͒ can also be included to mimic heat flow into the surroundings. It is added to the third and fifth simulations to damp sudden changes in load, allowing the system to reach a local energy minimum.
The air resistance or damper prevent the simulations from crashing when the static friction is exceeded. However, only the fourth simulation ͑sim4͒ is designed to be meaningful after sliding starts. The other simulations should be stopped once the peak force or static friction is determined. Finite temperature, thicker walls, higher loads, and other factors would generally prevent the top wall from flying off the bottom wall in a real experiment.
As projects, students can vary the gravitational attraction and determine the relation between friction and load for any of the simulations. They can also add or remove particles to explore the effect of contact area, or change the spacing between atoms along the walls to explore the difference between different commensurate and incommensurate cases. They can also explore the effect of spacing when debris particles are present. They will find that decreasing the spacing decreases in Eq. ͑1͒ and increasing the spacing increases . This effect is explained in Ref. 17. a͒ Electronic mail: mr@pha.jhu.edu
